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We study the low-lying modes of staggered Dirac operators for quenched SU(2) and show that
improvement changes the distribution from lattice-like to continuum-like at lattice spacings representative of current dynamical SU(3) simulations.
Epsilon regime universality predicts different distributions for the low-lying eigenvalues of the
continuum and lattice staggered Dirac operators. At lattice spacings around 0.07 fm we show
that improved staggered eigenvalues have the continuum distribution (as predicted by the chiral
Orthogonal Ensemble of random matrices), whilst unimproved fall on the discrete distribution (as
per the chiral Symplectic Ensemble). The crossover is much more rapid than for SU(3).
In addition, improved staggered fermions give a good approximation to the Atiyah–Singer index
theorem, appear to satisfy the Banks-Casher relation and show clear taste-degeneracy for the nonzero modes. All this indicates that taste-changing interactions are well under control at lattice
spacings 0.07 − 0.13 fm, matching our findings for SU(3).
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β
1.22
1.36
1.49
1.57

L
12
16
20
28

√
a σ
0.309 (6)
0.219 (3)
0.151 (3)
0.116 (3)

a/fm
0.138
0.098
0.068
0.052

aL/fm
1.7
1.6
1.4
1.5

A. Hart

label
“coarse”
“fine”
“super-fine”
“ultra-fine”

√
√
Table 1: The simulation parameters, with scale set by the string tensions, K ≡ a σ , given in Ref. [7].
“Physical” units come from assuming that σ = (440 MeV)2 . The scale at β = 1.57 is a preliminary estimate.

The low energy regime of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) exhibits a rich and interesting
phenomenology, including the UA (1) axial anomaly, chiral symmetry breaking and the topological
properties of the theory. A crucial step in elucidating these effects is understanding the low-lying
eigenvalue spectrum of the Dirac operator. There are a number of detailed predictions of the properties of these low-lying modes, such as the existence of an Index Theorem, the Banks-Casher
relation and the distribution of the first few eigenvalues in fixed topological charge sectors. Such
effects are, however, inherently non-perturbative and can only be studied fully using techniques
like lattice Monte Carlo simulation.
It is essential that the deformations to the eigenvalue spectrum brought about by the discretisation are small and that the fermions respond correctly to the gluonic topological charge. In an
earlier study we showed that this was the case for improved staggered fermions on a quenched
SU(3) gauge background [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
In this study, we turn our attention to the SU(2) gauge group. There are a number of reasons
for doing this. Firstly, SU(2) is phenomenologically very similar to SU(3) and shares many of the
same non-perturbative features including confinement and chiral symmetry breaking. In addition,
if we equate the scales in the theories, we find remarkably close agreement for a wide range of
physical parameters [6]. Finally, the ε-regime eigenvalue distribution predictions are markedly
different in SU(2), allowing us to observe chiral symmetry restoration much more clearly than in
SU(3). This has not, to our knowledge, been previously seen for staggered fermions.

2. The simulations
We begin by briefly describing our methodology. We have generated four quenched SU(2)
gauge ensembles using a gauge action that is tree level Symanzik- and tadpole-improved:


5
1 Rµ µν
1 Rµνν
S = −β ∑
Pµν −
−
.
(2.1)
12 u2
12 u2
x,µ<ν 3
P, R are plaquettes and 2 × 1 loops respectively. The tadpole improvement coefficient u is defined
as the fourth root of the mean plaquette. The leading order discretisation errors are expected to be
O(αs a2 ).
The simulation parameters are given in Table 1. Aside from minor radiative corrections, this
gauge action is identical to that used by the MILC and UKQCD Collaborations to generate SU(3)
2
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Figure 1: The low-lying H ISQ spectrum on a typical super-fine lattice with Q = 2. The left-hand panel
shows the first 10 (unpaired, positive) eigenvalues, with their corresponding chirality on the right.

ensembles with 2 + 1 dynamical quark flavours. We therefore use a similar labeling convention
based on lattice spacing [8].
We measure the topological charge of each configuration by cooling the gauge fields using the
5-Loop improved (5Li) action [9, 10], and then applying the similarly improved topological charge
operator. After 30 cooling sweeps the topological charge measurements are stable, and we obtain
a continuum limit estimate of the topological susceptibility χ/σ 2 = 0.465 (14) from the coarse,
fine and super-fine ensembles. This compares well with the Wilson gauge action measurements
summarised in Ref. [11].
2.1 The fermion actions
We have studied the spectrum of three variants of the staggered operator. The first, O NE LINK , is the unimproved version. We also use the A SQTAD operator [12], which incorporates
fattened gauge links and a Naik term to suppress taste–changing interactions. The sea quarks are
described using the A SQTAD operator in the MILC/UKQCD dynamical simulations. Finally, we
studied a more highly improved staggered operator that further reduces taste–changing, known as
H ISQ [13].
2.2 Spectral features
A single, continuum fermion species is described by the massless, gauge covariant Dirac operator, which is anti-Hermitian. The Dirac operator also anticommutes with γ5 , {D,
/ γ5 } = 0, implying
that the eigenvalue spectrum is purely imaginary and symmetric about zero:
sp(D)
/ = {±iλs , λs ∈ R} .
If Q is the topological charge of the background SU(N) gauge field, the Atiyah-Singer theorem
predicts there to be at least Q zero-eigenvalue modes with chirality ±1. The remaining, non-zero
modes have zero chirality.
On the lattice, the massless staggered Dirac operator is anti-Hermitian and anticommutes with
an operator ε(x). The spectrum is therefore also pure imaginary and symmetric about zero. The
3
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Figure 2: The ratio of the splitting to the mean of the first eigenvalue pair on the sub-ensembles with Q = 0.

staggered action describes Nt = 4 interacting copies, or “tastes”, of fermions which interact via
unphysical “taste-changing” interactions that vanish in the continuum limit as a2 . In the limit
a → 0 there is an SU(Nt ) ⊗ SU(Nt ) chiral symmetry, and the spectrum is therefore an exact Nt -fold
copy of the continuum.
At sufficiently small lattice spacings we expect to see an approximation of the continuum
picture. Fig. 1 shows the low-lying (positive) modes of a typical super-fine SU(2) configuration
with Q = 2. In SU(2) there is an additional, exact, pair-wise Kramers degeneracy in the spectrum
at finite lattice spacing [14, 15]. We only show one of each pair. As expected, we see Nt Q/4 = Q
near-zero modes with chirality near unity. The remaining modes have negligible chirality and fall
into near-degenerate pairs (Nt /2-plets). In Fig. 2 we plot the expectation value of the splitting of
the lowest pair (divided by their mean) as a function of the lattice spacing. For improved staggered
actions the splitting is small and appears to be nearly proportional to a2 for the super-fine and fine
ensembles.
The Banks-Casher relation relates the spectral density
ρ(λ ) ≡

1
V

∑ δ (λ − λs ) .

(2.2)

s

to the (one flavour) chiral condensate:
Σ ≡ hψψ(m = 0)i =

2
π lim ρ(λ )
Nt λ →0

(2.3)

where the prefactor corrects for the tastes and the Kramers degeneracy [14]. We plot the spectral
density in Fig. 3. Even for the O NE - LINK operator the scaling is good. As we only calculate the
smallest 50 eigenvalues on each configuration, the spectral density is cut off at large eigenvalues.
√
The data is well described by a quadratic polynomial from λ / K = 0.2 to very near the cut-off.
We show the extrapolation to zero eigenvalue and associated chiral condensate in Fig. 3. We expect
a common continuum limit once the renormalisation factors, currently unknown, are included. The
renormalisation is expected to be much smaller for H ISQ, and the bare chiral condensate for this
action is already close to the expected value.
4
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Figure 3: The spectral density, and its extrapolation to zero eigenvalue.

3. Comparison with ε–regime predictions
Our simulation volumes have been chosen to be in the ε-regime:
1
ΛQCD

L

1
,
mπ

i.e. the lattice size is intermediate between the Compton wavelengths of the (pseudo-) Goldstone
boson(s) and the confined hadronic states. In the ε-regime, the distribution of low-lying modes
of the massless Dirac operator in a sector of fixed topological charge can be described by a finite
volume effective partition function. The predictions depend only on the underlying chiral symmetry
group, the topological charge (controlling the number of zero modes) and the chiral condensate, Σ
(which sets the scale). The apparent ε-regime universality allows the distributions to be calculated
using random matrix theory (RMT).
In the continuum limit, the eigenvalue distributions for SU(2) are given by the chiral Orthogonal Ensemble (chOE) [16, 17, 18, 19]. At finite lattice spacing, however, the distributions come
from the chiral Symplectic Ensemble (chSE) [16, 20] and are markedly different [15]. By comparing the measured distribution of the Dirac eigenvalues to the chOE and chSE predictions, we can
understand at what lattice spacing we see restoration of the full continuum chiral symmetries.
In Fig. 4 we show such a comparison for histograms of the lowest eigenvalue (rescaled by ΣV ).
The restoration of the full continuum chiral symmetry group occurs very rapidly. With O NE - LINK
fermions at a = 0.10 fm we see good agreement with the predictions from the chSE, as expected
for finite lattice spacing. At a = 0.07 fm, however, H ISQ eigenvalues follow the chOE distribution,
as expected in the continuum limit. We have used a different value for Σ in each case. We shall
discuss the consistency of these in a future paper.
In our earlier work we saw a similar crossover in behaviour for SU(3), where the eigenvalue
distributions are very similar. The lattice spacing needs to be very coarse, however, before the
discrete prediction is clearly seen [21].

4. Summary and conclusions
We have presented some results from our ongoing study of the spectrum of improved staggered Dirac operators. From the properties of the low-lying eigenmodes we aim to understand and
5
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Figure 4: Comparison of the distribution of the smallest non-zero eigenvalue with ε-regime predictions:
“restored” denotes the continuum–like chOE and “unrestored” the chSE for the discrete case.

validate the use of improved staggered fermions in realistic QCD simulations.
In these proceedings we have concentrated on the properties of the spectrum when coupled
to SU(2) gauge fields. The motivation for using this gauge group is three-fold. First, SU(2) and
SU(3) share a lot of important non-perturbative features. Also, SU(2) shows a remarkably close
quantitative agreement with the more physical SU(3) in many physical quantities. Finally, the εregime eigenvalue distributions between lattice and continuum differ far more in SU(2) than in
SU(3), giving a more sensitive probe of chiral symmetry restoration.
We have shown that the improved staggered lattice Dirac operators give a very good approximation to the Atiyah-Singer index theorem (which formally holds only in the continuum limit).
The non-zero eigenvalues form near-degenerate Nt -plets as expected, with the splittings numerically small and reducing as a2 . This indicates that A SQTAD and H ISQ operators have good control
over the taste-changing interactions. The Banks-Casher relation appears to be satisfied. All of these
results mirror our earlier findings in SU(3).
Lastly, we compared the distributions of the smallest non-zero Dirac eigenvalues with the εregime predictions as a probe of chiral symmetry restoration. The crossover between lattice and
continuum chiral symmetry groups was seen, and occurred over a much narrower range of lattice
spacings than in SU(3).
The results presented here show that improved staggered fermions behave exactly as expected
in SU(2) as well as SU(3), and that the improvement program is successful at not only reducing
mesonic splittings but also in describing the topology and chiral symmetry restoration of QCD and
related theories at lattice spacings currently accessible in dynamical Monte Carlo simulations.
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